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 In the past 20 years, private higher education in China has been booming. 
Nowadays, private colleges has become an inseparable part of higher education 
system in china ，They played an important role in promoting to the development of 
China's economic, social and cultural education. But the sustainable development of 
private colleges can not be separated from the multi-channel mode of financing. 
Constrained by variety of factors, now the single channel of collecting funds and the 
lack of funds for private colleges to survival and development have been the main 
bottleneck. Open funds channels and collect funds pluralistically and all-roundly，So 
as to promote the sustainable development of private colleges, is worthy of our active 
and in-depth discussion. 
However, this paper researches some theories and practical problems about the 
issues related to financing of private colleges, according to the principle of the 
Corporate finance and Marketing. The paper is consisted by four departments. 
Firstly, we introduced the concepts and history of private colleges, In the 
described process, related to the scope and background of this paper, especially to 
explain the reason of why the financing of private colleges. 
Secondly, we introduced the status of private colleges’ financing，Using SWOT 
analysis on the advantages and disadvantages of private colleges, as well as 
opportunities and threats to the introduction of the system, to clarify that the private 
colleges is an inalienable part of China's higher education system. 
The third, describe and analyze the financing difficulties of the private colleges, 
and profound analysis of the external and internal factors of the impact of financing, 
so that we recognize the difficult financing of private colleges’ due to what objective 
and subjective reasons. 
  The fourth, undertaking the previous research results, comparison and absorb 
some countries advanced way and experience of financing of private colleges. 
combined with China's actual, from a multi - dimensional angle of governments, 
banks, Private College, give some measures and suggestions to solve the Financing 
dilemma of private colleges.  
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行搜索，可搜得 1999 年至 2011 年的文章 37 篇；以”民办高校融资“为关键词
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